Alphabet Train – Choo Choo!

This is the last week of the alphabet train. This week, focus on the letters V-Z. Using a variety of colored papers, draw a train car on blank pieces of paper. You may cut out the train engine below, to attach the train cars behind, or create your own. Write the letter V on one car, the letter W on the next, etc. all the way to the letter Z.

Brainstorm words that begin with those letters and find something in your house to remind your child of that letter and glue it on the train car. For example, you might glue vines on the car with the letter V, or draw little zebras on the car with the letter Z.

Connect the train cars together and hang them where you can see them. Discuss the letters and talk about your entire train! Celebrate the accomplishment of working on a project slowly over time to reach a goal.